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11th August, 61.

|0| 'y I have to refer to your letter of the 19th July in which
you raised the question of the "Philomel" making more frequent

I voyages to the Vest and to inform you that when the "Philomel"
is in commission arrangements will be made, if possible, for
eight visits a year to the Vest. It is however difficult to
make alternative arrangements when the "Philomel" is out of
commission.

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Officer / dministering the Government

C. Bertrand, Asq«,
CZkRCASS TSLAIID.

oA ^0

OMI.
A3 C ( . //. //. bf Is'iV
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No.____________
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence *^his rneino-
randb^Hie above
numbe^and date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM

5 th Se pt ember,. 19 .

To. His Honour,.

From The Stiperintendent,

Posts and Telegraphs,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

The ...Of f i cer .Administering t he G-o v e mment,

.................. STMLEY.....

Subject Delay in Delivery of Letter ex San Carlos.

I have investigated your enquiry of yesterday on the above subject
and find that the aircraft returned to Stanley at 5 p*m* on Friday,
4th August, 19&1, San Carlos being her last port of call. On the present
arrangement with F.I.G-.A.S. the mail would be delivered to the Post Office
within an hour of the ’plane’s arrival. Mail so received is sorted
immediately and on this occasion the letter in question would be ready for
collection on the first routine call of the Secretariat Messenger the
following morning. In the circumstances I think there is little doubt
that the letter was collected early on Saturday, 5th August, 19&1, together
with the English mail which also arrived the day before.



No® 22• G-rateful ensure all Falklands mail shipped, by Shackleton

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
(07

FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES.

(W. & S. L™-250 Pd/7/59). SENT
Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 20.10.61

To
etat MACSTAPLE MOWEVIDEO HOA/o

Colonial Secretary

TimeLH Jo i



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed In at Date

Psy 1.11.61

To
etat MASTER SHACKLETON HOA/c

Have you bag classified mail from Embassy for Officer Adininistering

the Government

Colonial Secretary

Time dH'/LH iC>2.(o ■



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

A No. 4. ' '

From ...Master, ..R.R.S.. Shackleton.

To Colonial Secretary, .Stanley*.

Despatched: 2nd November, 19 61* Time

Received: 2nd November, 19 61* Time: 1015

(O'2’f classified mail Mahoney and Newman
v will stay ashore.

Master

P/L : LH Original in: C€04/vy
Copies in: P/928

P/929



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

0
W. X S LTD.

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 16.11.61
To

etat KACSTAPLE MONTEVIDEO (* Phoned w/T Station 10,30/16th)HOA/o

No, 24. Please ship all Falkland Islands mail by John Biscoe provided

she sails before Daiwin

Colonial Secretary

c

•13

t'L- fi-L-/ vii 1111. ipt ■



■GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

„ « 5. irj^^ SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 18.11,61

To

etat MACSTAPLE MONTEVIDEO ('Phoned’T/t station 9.40/18th)
HOA/c

No. 25. Grateful you ensure latest airmail despatched by Darwin

Colonial Secretary

TlmeIILB/lH

C opy 10: Pos tmas ter



FALKLAND ISLANDS

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Dace

Psy 23.11.61

To

etat NAC STAPLE 1'ONTEVTDEO HOA/o

No. 26. G-ratef*ul ensure all Falklands mail shipped by Protector

Colonial Secretary



O.C.R.M.,
H.M.S. Protector,

c/o G.P.O., London.

i

At 4/C /VT At^TT'/i^eO

\P(y6 C’LO (ct^.
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Decode.

No. 53.
TELEGRAM.

From Brain,. Montevideo.

To PRIORITY Governor, Port ...Stanley.

bag for Governor on Darwin.

Despatched : 15th December, 19 61. Time : 1005

Received: 15th December, 19 61. Time :

00215•
Z; ■ ' :

Eight bags for Protector and one

Brain

1 0*3

P/h : IH
’Phoned. P.S. 4 p.n. 15/12.
Copy to: Private Secretary



21-12-61.Psy.

etat MACSTAPLE MOMEVHW IIGJ/c

Ho. JO. Grateful ensure all Falklands mail shipped by Kista Pan

Colonial Secretary

HL r/TB Copy to: Postmaster
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Psy

etat HACSTAPLS ‘.OIIT^VIDEO

M6!

1.2.62

HOA/c

No. 4. Please ensure all Falklands mail forwarded by Ito vector

Colonial Secretary

DRM/TB Cop;.' to Post Mast-ex-



Ur- iI * 1

The.Hon. The Colonial Secretary,
STAHLEY.

PORT SAN CARLOS, VO’AO

FALKLAND ISLANDS,
SOUTH AMERICA.

February 1Jth 1962

Sir,

Once again I sit down at the typewriter-and oh!
the weariness of it-to address the Colonial Secretary on
the subject of Camp mail.

This time I am referring to our paper and parcel
mail which arrived in Stanley on January 20th and three
weeks later is still lying in the Post Office. Shortly
the Darwin will arrive and discharge on top of it another
month’s supply of papers and parcels. Yet twice this
month the Philomel has passed within sight of the settlement.
In fact owing to the great courtesy of the Master,which
I would here like to acknowledge,in coming to our assistance
over another matter the vessel was alongside our jetty.

I would be grateful for an explanation from the
Postmaster and the Harbour master as to why our mail was
not carried. To avoid endless repetition I enclose a
copy of a letter addressed three years ago to your predecessor.

What explanations they will produce on this occasion
I do not know,but long experience has instilled in me the
true one-that it is Camp mail and therefore could not matter
less. Such an outlook,on the part of the Postmaster
especially,is intolerable. He should insist and have the
authority to insist on the mails being carried.

The Philomel is run at considerable cost to the
taxpayer. If it cannot give a high priority to the simple
yet vital duty of distributing Camp mail then let us have
done with the vessel.

I am
Sir

Your obedient servant





/

April 9th 59

Dear D-T,
It is disappointing that I have once again

to "bring up the question of camp mails but my Heavens
thay are bone headed about it in Stanley. I am not
sure who decides the itinerary of the Philomel-presumably
the harbour master-but having decided it the first
reaction of both him and the postmaster should be
"What mails can be taken out?" In fact one knows
that it is the very last thing that occurs to them,
and! if then only as a result” of individual managers
having to send messages about the matter.

You tell me that on this occasion that the ship
could not bring our mail because the mail for Salvador
Waters and San Carlos would also have to be taken. And
so of course it should have been. We ourselves normally
don’t get more than a bag or two,I doubt if Bonner gets
more and if the Douglas,Teal Tnlct and Salvador mail
was put ashore ar the Moro-assuming there was no time
to take it round-the chances are the whole lot would
not amount to much, assuming further that each mail
was distributed before the following mail was added
to it. On this occasion the Philomel was leaving .
bound Korth about for the West. As seems to be the
invariable practice they anchor for the night at
Shag Island. ^ith a little more imagination and
timing they might tie up at the Moro and do the
taxpayer some good. g7?ew~TI5urs later they could be
in San Carlos waters distributing papers and parcel?
bo a further seventy or eighty people who~~are unabl*
to walk to the Post“0ffTce7 But these things are
never done or attempted,although we have had promises/
in the past. Presumably they took mail to the Wast
with a little promoting from the managers but then
the West are generally better looked after than we
are since by tradition they are less docile. JCf
I am to be told that there is no time for such aivejg
fhen~I~would ask' you to reflect on the months and
months of the year when the Philomel is tied up~at_
the Go ye rhme n t jet tyT Now we are asked to be patient
for another montlH'lmat protests there would be in.
Stanley if 30 much as half a day was lost in ge^tMg
out the mail! I am sorry that my\infrequent
should invariably qualify for your\bellXJ^ (j
trust it wasn’t destroyed in tha fij<£ dir but
for you doctor s orders forbid me ' ailow
me the typewriter, Yours,



RECEIVED

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

199 KG 19 0 915 17/2

To
Phone Colonial Secretary ;Stanley

Please advise if Phil oriel is bringing paper uno. parcel mail to ^ancarlos
waters next voyage

Cameron

Time J<iv



ObOLdVl ■

-;oga-. \ f>. -

H.C.S.,

Shearing is over and the complaint season is on

This
island island
there are odd
this occasion
Ports.

sort of thing happens from time to time. Complete
coverage ,.rith heavy nails seldom occurs and invariably
stations not covered by "Darwin’s" round voyages; ' on
San Carlos Waters, Salvador Waters and Berkeley Sound

for her

I am informed that on this voyage the ’’Philomel” could not^ another stick This is often th! case when on! farm X " her
a xreight. To exclude freight from the farms who are willing to pay

ould cost the taxpayer considerably more.

venless” (folio 1090 refei
duty and cannot be
shipping position improves
itineraries to the H,”. an
same of course applies to

It is not correct to say "Camp mail... .could not natter
Tne Postmaster is very much alive to his

.pected to give a better service uhless inter-islani
He lias no authority to dictate ’’Philomel4
s to accept whatever is offering. The
Air Service.

. The only answer would be to inaugurate a service to cater for
delivery of heavy mails to those ports not covered by "Darwin’s”
itineraries. T'is would be costly to say the least*

j R
| l/n-

C v I
l/j. \n <-0 '

H.C.S., \Op^
I refer to Mr. Cameron’s letter attached (unfiled).

The ’’Philomel” has not passed within sight of Port San
Carlos twice this month. As you are aware, ’’Philomel” was
having her wheelhouse repaired and did not sail for port
Howard until the 8th February.

’’Philomel” was engaged by the Manager of Port Howard
to take a full freight out from Stanley and then to load
fencing materials and to land it at various points in the
Pebble Sound area. This has brought in a considerable.
amount of Revenue which is to the Tax Payer’s benifit, if
not to Mr. Cameron.

This voyage was advertised by the local News Reader
on the 26th January and again on the 2nd February, therefore,
if Mr. Cameron was so anxious to get his mail, surely he had
ample time to contact the postmaster to enquire if it was
possible to get San Carlos mail delivered.

It was not my intention to send ’’Philomel” to San Carlo8
Waters. The reason why she called into those waters was
because of an urgent request made direct to the Master of
’’Philomel” to come to t? eir assistance as they were comp e



out of Petrol. This arrangement was made without my
knowledge. "Philomel” steamed from White Rock harbour
to Bonner’s San Carlos, picked up one drum of Petrol and
landed it at Port San Carlos, and returned to White Rock
harbour to continue her work. All to oblige this one
farm.

If we just kept "Philomel” for running around with
mail, then I’m afraid we would upset other farm stations
who require essential stores and equipment, as well as mail

Harbour Master.
23/2/62.





H.C. S.

We can assume that when paper and parcel mail is in
Stanley for Camp ports, the people there are anxious to get
it as soon as possible, and this must be kept in mind. I
do not think that any Camp manager should be expected to
contact the Postmaster to enquire if it is possible to get
his mail delivered.

2. I believe that the ports at which the ’’Darwin” calls
on her Camp voyages are usually known fairly well in advance,
and it should not be too difficult to find out those which
have not beaj or are unlikely to be, visited for some time,
and the Postmaster should keep the Collector of Customs
advised of the position in case the ’Philomel’ can assist.
I appreciate that the latter may be in a difficult position
if ’Philomel’ is very fully loaded, but mail does mean so
much to people in the Camp stations that we should do all
we possibly can to see that it gets delivered with the least
possible delay.

March 15 9 1% 2

5^.



SPT.

The position regarding delivery of Surface Mail during
the next two months is as follows:
1 . Mail expect1--! by AES early in April

Darwin to clear mail for - BLUFF COVE, FITZROY, SPEEDWELL ISLAND,

NORTH ARM, FOX BAY AID CHARTRES.

AES to clear mail for - CARCASS ISLAND, WEST POINT ISLAND,

HILL COW, ROY COW, SAUNDERS ISLAND,

PEBBLE ISLAND, PORT HOWARD, SAN CARLOS,

PORT SAN CARLOS AID DARWIN.

Harbour Master has agreed to postpone Philomelas voyage to SALVADOR
until AES mail is available. Philomel will then clear mail for -

SALVADOR, RINCON GRANDE, TEAL INLET

AND DOUGLAS STATION.

Her next trip is to JOHNSONS HARBOUR, clearing all BERKLEY SOUND mail.

|| Mail outstanding for - PORT STEPHENS, WEDDELL ISLAND AID NEW ISLAND.

2. Sea Mail ex Brasil Sta3? expected by Darwin about 28th April
Darwin will cl£er mail for - FOX BAY, PORT STEPHENS, WEDDELL ISLAND,

NEW ISLAND, DURNOSE HEAD, CHARTRES,

ROY COW, WEST POINT ISLAND, CARCASS

ISLAND, HILL COW, NORTH ARM AND FITZROY.

Mail will probably be carried on this trip for - DARWIN, SAUNDERS
AND SPEEDWELL ISLANDS

H Farms outstanding are - PEBBLE ISLAND, PORT HOWARD, SAN CARLOS,

PORT SAN CARLOS, SALVADOR WATER AND BERKLEY

SOUND PORTS.

P.M. 28.3.62.
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Y.E.

I am sorry that I never got a chance to speak to

Mr. Cameron. I wonder if Y.E. thinks that this d/o will

do.

4th April, 1962.
RHDM/FH
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O6O2t/VT Heft

From: Officer Administering the Govt.,

To:

September, 62.

The Superintendent

Posts & Telecommunications,

W STANLEY.

m. v. “Philomel”

If ’’Philomel” cannot be repaired we shall have to arrange with
“Penelope” to take mail to Pebble, Keppel, Saunders, Carcass, Y.est
Point, heddell, New Island and Port Stephens. I think Mr. Bundes
should be approached now and fair routes arranged provisionally. Per
haps a final decision could be made on Saturday or Monday whenever
Harbour Master thinks he will know whether or not "Philomel” can be re
paired.

RH5M/FH

(Sgd) R.II.D. Manders.

Officer Administering the Govt.

Copy to: Harbour Master. '2$. < Ca .





No.____________
It is requested

that, in any refer-
enceiBL'is memo-
randu^Bthe above
number and date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM

26th September, 1962.

To The Honourable,

From The Superintendent,

Posts & Telecommunications,
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

The Colonial Secretary,

STANLEY.

Subject Delivery of West Falkland Heavy Mails.

With reference to H.H. the O.A.G*s. Memo 0604/VI of yesterday on the above
! ' subject, I have discussed the matter with Mr. Bundes and the Postmaster. Mr. Bundes*

immediate reaction was that a voyage to the far west at mail rates of 2/6 and 5/- a
bag would be quite uneconomical and out of the question. He would however be interest
ed if freight rates were paid. In addition to the farms mentioned in the Memo, under
reference the "Penelope” would also deliver Fox Bay, Chartres, Roy Cove, Hill Cove and
Port Howard heavy mails. The "Penelope” would not be ready to sail before about the
middle of next week. This would leave Salvador Waters and Port San Carlos to be
serviced by "Darwin" sailing 18th October unless Mr. Bundes can be persuaded to deliver
on his return run. Arrangements with Mr. Bundes are provisional pending news of
"Philomelas" repairs and whether or not we will pay him freight rates?

2. If the "Penelope” does the mail run the Harbour Master is willing to have
the cost deducted from the annual amount we pay the Harbour Department for carriage
of mails by "Philomel" •



Z/



HOLMESTED BLAKE & COMPANY, LIMITED.
L. BLAKE,

TELEPHONE:

The Honourable
The Colonial bec^t&^y.^
otanley.

LONDON OFFICE.
120, PALL MALL, I ANT ,■> n
London, s.w.i hADKLAND ISLANDS

|Itehai^Tb6^8 blaJk FOXBAY"

15th Oct 1962

near Sir,
I wish to submit herewith an official

complaint, with regards to the service performed
by the motor vessel renelope on her recent West
Falkland mail delivery. m that the vessel did
not visifct all farms, but simply those at which
it suited her captain to call. with regard to
this station, it saved the ship a total extra
distance of less than ten miles and meant that
one man and a vehi^rl were employed, in collecting
the mail from Hoy Cove, for three quarters of a day.

This was not ± feel the quality of service
one would expect from a boat under charter to
Government.

lour obedient servant,





060lj/VI

^October, 62.

Sir,

111*? I an directed to refer to your letter of IJtlx October, 1962,
and to regret the inconvenience caused. I am informed however
that there is a long standing arrangement with the management of
Hill Cove and the Post Office to leave Hill Cove nail at Roy Cove
whenever the carrying vessel is not nuking a direct call.

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) R.H.D. Manders
COLONIAL .SECRETARY.

L. J. Blake, Esq*,
Asst. Manager,
HILL COVE.

PRM/TB
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GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH S E RVICE HIT.
•

Wt P2809 5'61

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 30.10.62

To

etat TUCSTAP132 MONTOTDEO HOA/c

No» 21. Grateful ensure all Palklands mull shipped by Shackleton

Colonial Seeretaiy

Time Xdl
Copy to: Postmaster
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Wt P2809 5/61

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

RECEIVED

1(20

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

181 KG 43 0915 17/1
To

Colonial Secretary Stanley

is dissapointing that the Philomel now in ^ancarlos waters has once
again failed to bring us our paper and parcel mail stop I would be
grateful for an explanation and refer you to various letters on this
subject

Cameroh ((£/
u-n. ht*'~

v-S P c^jv^> cs^c/
Time CcC-JtL-FlL p4^4 StP /6 S<^ C^^z>
~ LjXik^.





060’l/VI.

2jrd

h9-.

ii ao fcfc once your teL: fjvz: ...-. ' <1.•?<•
I a® directed to sVv-.q \z-t the crises of this i ~)’>t

" ■ • . • . . .
SOSitlOIl 1S • - fo'M.OZSI-

y.< y;?. ' .' . ct, 1 ,. . :zt : ffico
inquired whether the: ... zu, ■ seed yo 3? L/

■ ■■■■•■/•I...- . . • i-j../ : x /: z -v :.•• • t •■' ■:.

should wait for the to bring
Gan Carlo-*.; .you za ••.otor ;.o;. t* '"’he
PhllozG.? f\?> • voyc j to 3

u
rO-GVit : . zbo . •• • VC . <, .
for fcc.ciiH: :a k: to be brought / ’ jvz ‘
to tr?c Voro he raiiy the boat Off ico c^d

whet'71* <,foy had izil for- clvcdov .tec:,
and offered to deliver it if they h d* o -.era
ewarc th •■. the del C .Flos veil had \ ■ I.,-..-.--
In the Darwin and thought that jrour mail h
also b-con aaeon at the aev a t-P. her : a
contdetcf.;. the Poet aPflee t.< to \ L. c k? t?.a.
voy.-; :e Uj trio Poro the -at . :tor
V.:-..O out* TriO offJC’T -....■■■ /’/.-'It .-id.:, the a 11
no do -ht reeiioed tb .t arr . • . or ont.j h dl hcon
nude re.- tev? ert ■.<•„. rlo' re 1 to t • ■ 1
in the . ft a t did not the.:., •arc; occ :: in
bin at t.o t-:o.. to a::;- .-. :t Hr t id- orf ..•«•;

' . . : ■
.

fort / .n c ?loc £d<il ■ -.<■•. 2i -t <een t .-ht
the .'."if. ho 2 lily V. G'”7..:v-. L.;
Li-fhe e. c.-l . -t . ort an rloe In ?:i ‘ to
deliver it

2# ’ tn az zc. rz- for .zo'Z V ' Z re:.;
c-.-u..of te y a ;v V: .y io <•:?. :.va<- : ■ .1'1*

?.m,
Pirf

four obeclei11 sc. zv15
\

(Sgd.) R. H. D. Manders
(''

‘.’he Zonozr-. blc,
.* * V:-

-JZi_____ ....
* j

Pf./'.-'-./f'n

Conies to - lu'h
3<i\T.

11<?LU
q p m

I discussed this matter on the ’phone
with the Post Master. It is most un
fortunate and I do not think that one can
really attribute much blame to anybody. Th<
only thing one can do is to impress on any- .
body who could possibly be concerned with th
distribution of mails that they must always
be on the look out for any possible oppor
tunity of jotting mails away as early as pos
sible.



PORT SAN CARLOS,
FALKLAND ISLANDS,

SOUTH AMERICA.

January 26 th 1963

The Hon.The Colonial Secretary,
STANLEY. Ref. 060l|/V1 2 3/1/6 3

Sir,
> ■-? This acknowledges your letter of January-- 23rd.

I have to thank you for the expression of regret for
the inconvenience occasioned once again by the failure
of the Philomel to carry our paper and parcel mail. It

. seems that eight or ten days must yet elapse before we
receive it.

When I was originally asked by the Postmaster
whether our mail was to be shipped on the Darwin to
San Carlos or to await the A.E.S., I had naturally to
reply that it must await the A. E. S. since we have at
present no means of collecting mail from San Carlos.
Hor was I advised of any possible alternative.

On the other hand both the Postmaster and the
Harbour Master must have known that many days before
A.E.S. could hope to arrive here the Philomel,bound for
Port Howard or Purvis,would be steaming past the entrance
to San Carlos waters,seven miles only from our jetty.
It is therefore intolerable that the vessel should be
allowed to sail from Stanley leaving behind in the Post
Office paper and parcel mail for the fifty men,women and
children living in this corner of the island.

I have pointed this out in various messages and
letters to more than one Colonial Secretary,and I shall
continue to do so until such time as the Administration
succeeds in impressing one simple fact on the Heads
of Departments-to which they are at present blind-that.
people living on the farms attach just as much importance
to the efficient collection and distribution of their
mail as do the residents of Stanley,

It might perhaps assist to open their eyes if
every official concerned with the collection and

■ distribution of camp mail was acquainted with the contents
of this letter.

I am,
Sir,

/; Your obedient servant, r?

> W. r c3 ' >
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Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From "Protector”

To Governor, Falkland Islands

Despatched. 6th February 7963 7'bne 1150

Received: 6th February 7,963 'rime :
1/187

Much regret no mail for the colony in todays aircraft

CO.Protector.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

6 FALKLAND ISLANDS (iKSENT
\\^^809 5/61

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

PSQT 7» 63*

To etat C.O. PE02EC20R noA./c

AIR'AXL MG WHICH SHOUW HAVE ARBIV.SD M®TE DIRECTED PUITE?k
TO CONNECT XMOTH step GPO BOOTH AEVTSSD POSTCPFICE HEBE

OS' THT3 AND IATTBH TEXuSfiBAPHED MCSTAELE TO WORU YOU BUT
UE3SAGE PSDB/iHJY HECSIVSD TOO UTE

govekxq

Time E3A/as





S.P.T.,

Parcel Mail for Nev/ Island etc.

2. Mrs. Davis is still annoyed about the time Philomel
dropped their mail somewhere else (Weddell perhaps) and asked
them to call for it. I remember the occasion and that I
sanctioned Philomel asking them if we could do this. Mrs. Davis
points out that this cost them a lot in man hours having to send
the boat. I am inclined to agree now that we were wrong to have
made such a request. I discussed again with II. M. He points
out that it is highly uneconomical to send the Philomel such a
long way out of her way to bring one small bundle of mail and
says that in such a case it would probably be much more economical
from Government’s point of view to send the mail by air even though
rates liad only been paid for parcel mail. The alternative would
presumably be to order Philomel to make so many voyages a year
with mail to New Island (and perhaps other places) regardless of
expense.

3. I think the possibility of serving out-of-the-way
Islands when they have no freight to call for and deliver and
comparatively small parcel mails by ’sending sea mail by air’
is worth considering. I cannot comment further without having
a better idea than I have of the sort of situations that arise.
The Postmaster will no doubt be able to.

4. The sort of situation 1 envisage is as follows:

Package of mail weighing - say 30 pounds addressed to New
Island. freight paid for sea mail only. Perhaps next
week a plane is flying there but is full and can not
carry the extra weight. A fortnight later the plane is
going there again and this tine could carry the extra
30 pounds with no extra expense to Government. Philomel
is not going to those waters till a month later and any
how it will cost her a large sum to go out of her way to
go to New Island. Obviously it would be better for all
concerned including Government to send it by air.

5. Somebody might raise an objection, ’why do you
favour New Island by sending their parcel mail by air, why
don’t you send ours too?* I don’t think this is a valid ob
jection. If air mail rates are not paid we do not guarantee
to send it by air mail but on the other hand we don’t bind our
selves to spend vast sums of money avoiding sending it by air
mail.

6. I do not
would occur at all
places as well.

know whether cases like the above example
and if so whether they would apply to other

7. If there is anything in the above suggestions I doubt
very much whether any principles would be laid, down; it would
be a case of liaison between Postmaster, Harbour Master and.
D.C.A.

8. Anyhow please consider and let me have your views
in due course.

February, 1%3

RHDM/TB.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Have one bag of official mail
Co protector

Time



S p -7.

jj^c~ i/^



I/3T



etat postmaster portstanley

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Very many thanks indeed for arranging for our mail to be brought
in from pox Bay stop This was much appreciated by all on board and
it enabled us to reply to letters before we sailed^

Time

3^X3



O(=>o^-/Ml)

S.PiT.,

Parcel Mail for New Island etc.

2. Mrs. Davis is still annoyed about the time Philomel
dropped their mail somewhere else (Weddell perhaps) and asked
them to call for it. I remember the occasion and that I
sanctioned Philomel asking them if we could do this. Mrs. Davis
points out that this cost them a lot in man hours having to send
the boat. I am inclined to agree now that we were wrong to have
made such a request. I discussed again with H.M. He points
out that it is highly uneconomical to send the Philomel such a
long way out of her way to bring one small bundle of mail and
says that in such a case it would probably be much more economical
from Government’s point of view to send the mail by air even though
rates had only been paid for parcel mail. The alternative would
presumably be to order Philomel to make so many voyages a year
with mail to New Island (and perhaps other places) regardless of
expense.

3. I think the possibility of serving out-of-the-way
Islands when they have no freight to call for and deliver and
comparatively small parcel mails by ’sending sea mail by air*
is worth considering. I cannot comment further without having
a better idea than I have of the sort of situations that arise.
The Postmaster will no doubt be able to.

4. The sort of situation I envisage is as follows:

Package of mail weighing - say 30 pounds addressed to New
Island. Freight paid for sea mail only. Perhaps next
week a plane is flying there but is full and can not
carry the extra weight. A fortnight later the plane is
going there again and this time could carry the extra
30 pounds with no extra expense to Government. Philomel
is not going to those waters till a month later and any
how it will cost her a large sum to go out of her way to
go to New Island. Obviously it would be better for all
concerned including Government to send it by air.

5. Somebody might raise an objection, ’why do you
favour Nev/ Island by sending their parcel mail by air, why
don’t you send ours too?’ I don’t think this is a valid ob
jection. If air mail rates are not paid we do not guarantee
to send it by air mail but on the other hand we don’t bind our
selves to spend vast sums of money avoiding sending it by air
mail.

6. I do not know whether cases like the above example
would occur at all and if so whether they would apply to other
places as well.

7. If there is anything in the above suggestions I doubt
very much whether any principles would be laid down; it would
be a case of liaison between Postmaster, Harbour Master and
D.C.A.

8. Anyhow please consider and let me have your views
in due course.





GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Wt P2809 5/61

Number Office of Origin

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Words Handed in at

(m

Date

Psy 22,3,63

To

etat PRIORITY PRODROME MONTEVIDEO (Conf. copy ’phoned W/T HOA/c
---- -------------------------------------------- ----------------------- -Station 103Q/22nd.)-------------------

Understand Montevidean postal worker’s on strike and would greatly appreciate

your assistance in ensuring onward conveyance by Darwin 25th our seven weeks

accumulation surface mail which arrived Argentine Star 21st likewise inward

airmails stop Also have surface and airmail arriving yours by Darwin today

for onward carriage Arlanza and BOAC tomorrow

Time ULB/LH Copy to SPT

Governor
Ko/



S.P.T,

See 1136 and 1137. We discussed. Please also see 62
and 6/j. in 1220/C which I looked up’after our discussion.
Please also see 63 which apparently received no consideration.

My present idea is as follows. We are apparently pre
pared to carry up to 100 lbs. of paper mail (the upper limit
does not seem to be definitely laid down but I think it is
implied) yet the suggestion that we might take parcels up to
even 5 lbs. was apparently not thought worthy of consideration.
Is it worth considering whether the arrangement regarding
paper mail could not be extended to include parcel mail under
a certain weight?

Objection - we have been trying to discourage people
from sending goods by air and raised the rates accordingly so
is it right to do anything which looks like encouraging them
again? P.M. suggested giving a special concession to the
Islands. I wonder whether there is any possibility of making
a distinction between bona fide mail - perhaps only the mail
sent out from England-and other goods. Also of course we
would have to have a maximum weight and stick to it.

If not should we give up any idea, of such concessions
and merely leave it that if there was a small Quantity of
parcel mail to be delivered and if owing to the distance of
the place from any route which 'Philomel1 was going to take
it was found more economical to Government to send such mail
by air (it being of course assured that the mail was a small
quantity) then the Postmaster would have discretion in con
sultation with H.M. and D.C.A. to send it by air? To put it
in simple language if H.M. says he will have to send 'Philomel'
60 miles out of her way at a cost of say £30 to deliver a bag
of mail and D.C.A. says he has to go to the place anyhow and
it won't cost him anything then P.M. should be authorized to
use the air service.

It would be too cumbersome to lay down that C.S.’s
permission would have to be got in each case but I think a
report of the circumstances should be made in each case

(i) so as to be ready to meet criticism

(ii) to have a record -4 

(4a all such cases would be filed in one file together).
To sum up. Possibilities seem to be

(a) To lay down something for Islands which would
not apply to other places.

(b) To lay down something with regard to mail which
could not apply to other freight.

In both cases an upper limit of weight to be imposed.

(c) To deal with it on a commensuepate basis using
ad-hoc considerations in each case.

(d) To forget the whole thing'.

What would be your recommendation?

6th April, 19^3.
RHDM/FH



I

H.C.S.

1141

We think that some better arrangement for the islands is a must*
but Pebble v/ould have to be excluded in view of the volume of mail they
receive, i.e. it is more than one could reasonably expect air delivery.
Pebble has a reciprocal arrangement with Port Howard and they are not
generally so poorly served as some of the more outlying islands.

The only snag we can see with X on i140 is - what happens if D.C.A.
has no scheduled flight for t he island in question?

(i) the "Philomel” is diverted?

(ii) the aircraft is diverted?

(iii) the mail remains in Stanley?

May I suggest that D.C.A. and II.M. be asked to record their views.



1144

H.C.S.

I agree with the S.P.T. we must do something for the Islands.

In my opinion all that is needed is a wee bit of co-operation between

departments concerned. For example- The ’’Darwin” has slipped in on

the ’’Philomels” proposed voyage to the far West on the 28th April,

taking all cargo except l^rtons for West Point and Carcass Island,

therefore ’’Philomel” has had to look elsewhere for freights and will

not be calling to the far side of the west until the end of May.

This means that these two Islands will not receive their mail until

’’Philomel” delivers it at the end of May. Now if arrangements

could be made for the "Darwin” to drop West Point and Carcass mail

at Hill Cove surely the Air Service could fly it the remainder of

the voyage when next out that way which I am sure would be before

the end of May. So much could be done for these people if only

everyone would pull together.

H.M.

20.4.63.

I p-0









..of x’rcol np-il to places. not porvod by .shins or otlier neons#

Shio natter uas raised by no on the basis of one e^asplo and on
qy surmise ns re^irds similar examples rMdi I ina ;;inod vrauld bo likely
to occur# The D.C.'• considers that t!io proposal nade by no would lead
to trouble# There io not enough data to nake a final decision yet#

kould f#?#T# please report in future particulars of any casco
under tho suggested catogories# Ve can then 000 ho.-.’ often such cases
occur and rdiat vould be the best way to dca* v;ith than#

Tho coses under consideration ar© those to x-Mch the following
conditions apply:-

(1) if there is parcel nail to be delivered et a place and if

(ii) no vessel intends within a reasonable tii:c

(a.) to call at such pl ,cc; or
(b) to pass 00 close to such a place that it can

vrithcut undue delay and expense be directed
to ceny such nail; or

(c) to call at sone other place froo which the
nail can reastmably be tr-ken overland to such
place

(iii) sue!) parcel noil is of ncijht tliat con be conveniently
taken in the aircraft#
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GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

HOA/cetat MACSTAPLE MONTEVIDEO

No. 31. Grateful ensure all Falklands mail shipped by Shackleton

To

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 17.10.63

Colonial Secretary

Copy to Postmaster



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Wt. P2809 5/61

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 8.11.63

To

etat MACSTAPLE MONTEVIDEO HOA/c

No. J5« Grateful ensure all Falklands mail shipped by John Biscoe

Colonial Secretary

Copy to Postmaster



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Wt. P2809 5/61___________________________________________________________________________________

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 30.12.63

To

etat MA.CSTAPLE MONTEVIDEO HQA/c

No. 39• Grateful ensure all Falklands mail shipped, by Kista Dan

Colonial Secretary

LH

Copy to Postmaster





Decode.

ro. 129.
TELEGRAM.

From....Hr......C.lement,. Enx...Bay.

To........ C.o.l0nial....Secre.tary,.. Stanley^

Despatched: 13th October, 64* Time : 0900

Received: 13th October, 19 gr. Time :

'.'That arrangements are being made for our .AES mail
to be landed.

PL: LH
(intld.) HLB



iU.y.Ccl.



r
Decode.

No. 172.
TELEGRAM.
omw mii ,j

From .....I.'r.... £ lament,... Eox. .Ba... y...

1
T0 Colonial... Secret.ary., Stanley...

Despatched:

Received:

19th October,

19th October,

19 64.

19 64.

Time : 0900

Time :

Grateful reply my telegram elated 13th re AES mails.

Clement

P/L : IH

(Intld.) HLB



MV3

• GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Wt. P2809 5/61

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 19.1O.63

To

etat CLEMENT FOX BAY SGA/o

\l^ Yourtel IJth it is proposed, to deliver your heavy mail ex AES to Chartres
1 ■

by Darwin 3rd November

Colonial Secretary

HLB/IU

Copy to S/FT



7. NOV 1964The Hon., V ..
The Colonial Secretary. —

STANLEY.

ROY COVE, 1 I t? Uir

' FALKLAND ISLANDS

.... Noy .20th 19.

Sir,
I understand R.R.S.’’Shackelton” has just arrived with

a large paper & parcel mail.
Our next scheduled call of ’’Darwin” around this side of

West Falklands will he third week January 1965 ~ 2 months
from now. Can ’’Philomel” he shortly despatched with all
this mail, besides a further trip after arrival of
’’Darwin” with Christmas mail ?

Yours faithfully,

West Falkland Member



11^ H"



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

•

P1677 P4416 8/64

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 3.12.64

To

etat MILLER ROY COVE
HOA/c

complete west delivery except Fox Bay which will be visited by Darwin

stop T/ish we could be more helpful

Secretary

Your let November 20th very much regret impossible Philomel deliver west

mails until after arrival Darwin 13th stop She vn.ll then undertake

iilb/lh



P1676 P4416 8/64

GOVERNSI ENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

^■jmber Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Psy 1033 -2^ 3. 65,
To

Stat Britain Ponta Arenas

For Shackleton from Postmaster Mr L’ail despatch 1/ ist ..'arch held London stop
11 to 16 should be available *



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1677 P4416 8/64 ____________

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 17.3.65

To

etat CO HMS PROTECTOR HO-A/c

Did. you receive classified, bag mail from Embassy for OAG query

Secretary

DRM/LS



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

PI677 P4416 8/64

Number

Stanley 18.3.65

To
(By quickest route

nlease )etat PRODROME SANTIAGO CHILE ‘ ' HOA/c

Would like send classified bag for London via Valparaiso by HMS

Protector stop Can you arrange collection and. despatch my behalf

Governor

WHl/LS

Time



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

. ■■ i i ii mu mi mi ■ hi n

From....Mail...Q££.ice.r.,...H,.])L..S.... Pr.Qt.e.ct.Qr..............

p0 Colonial Secretary, Stanley

Despatched: 18th March, 19 65 Time :0915

Received: 18th March, 19 65 Time:

No classified mail for O.A.G.

Mail Officer Protector

P/L : LS



Decode.

I!o. 81*
TELEGRAM.

From... ..?ft?.*... Clement ,... Fox.. Bay.....................................

To....... .. Cplonial....S.e.cr.e.t.arjr,..Stanley..............

Despatched: 8th April, 19 6$ Time ■ 0900

Received: Sth April, -^65 Time :

Please arrange Philomel call Dunnose Head, with
mail.

Clement

P/L : LS ■VUiad



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

To

PI677 P4416 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley

etat PRODROMB MONTEVIDEO i-m/c

Classified bag c/o Captain RRS Sliackleton due Montevideo Tuesday

grateful arrange collection

Colonial Secretary

IS

Time X '



0663/111

12th May,

Q A
H7$
65.

To: The superintendent of Posts &

From: The Colonial Secretary Telec or.municatio ns, and

The Broadcast Secretary,

Broadcasting.»
ST/UILTjJY .

During the recent Select Committee on Estimates Members
requested that notice of snips carrying mails out should be
given at least one week ahead of departure date* It w^s also
requested that action should be taken to collect on undercharged
postage on parcels and letters conirg in from camp*

Cases were cited of parcels weighing a considerable number
•of pounds travelling for as little as ore penny• There are no
doubt difficulties on both of the above but if suitable publicity

^saying]can be given on the reed for paying correct postage
-^otherwise charges will be levied at this end wo shall meet
our critics.

If the above is not clear please discuss*



Posts & Telecommunications,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.
STANLEY.

Subject Broad-casting.

Il - With reference to your Memo. O66j/lII of 12th May, 19&5? there are two
points at issue :

(i) Publicity regarding ships carrying mails.

We are very much in the hands of shipowners and masters who are
only required by law to give 12 hours notice of their departure. But
generally speaking the Barwin Shipping Company and the Harbour Department
do publicise their itineraries well in advance. In addition the Post Office
broadcast mail closing notices about a week in advance of the sailing date
of mail carrying vessels. There are occasions when odd ports are added to
itineraries at the last minute and earlier publicity is not possible. In
such cases farms concerned are usually well aware of the fact, i.e. additional
calls are invariably made at the request of managers.

(ii) Insufficiently prepaid letters and parcels from the camp.

The request that action should be taken to collect on undercharged
postage on parcels ..and letters coming from the camp amounts to an accusation
that-..±he Post Office is negligent in this respect. In fact insufficiently
prepaid correspondence, etc. is taxed on delivery at a rate equivalent to
double the deficiency. A register is kept of all letters and parcels so treated.
Details of the ’cited cases' would be appreciated. The practice undesirable as
it is to Stanley residents is nevertheless revenue earning.

jb/jb.



P_U B L I c N 0 T ICE

U7>

Prohibition on sending by post certain articles .

The public are reminded that, it is an offence to send or attempt to
send or procure to be sent by postal packet, any article or tiling whatsoever
which is likely to injure other postal packets in course of conveyance.

Liquids in particular are prohibited unless securely sealed and packed.
Paint-, for inatan.ee, must be in a metal container hermetically seeded, or if
in a lever-top tin, the lid must be secured by soldering. The tin must
then be packed in a stout metal or wooden box; between this and the
receptacle holding the liquid, space must be left all rounds and in this
space, there must be packed sufficient sawdust or other absorbent, material to
prevent movement, of the inner container and to absorb all the liquid contents
in tiie event of leakage.

In future all liquids or other articles not properly secured and packed
will be refused at the Post Office. Local, traders, farm Managers and
Storekeepers are requested to co-operate.

POSTS & TELECOMTdl INI CATIONS DEPARTMENT,
STANLEY, Falkland Islandso

1 st June, 1965<

inatan.ee


Ref: 0604/VI

II lit?

2Ath June, 1965.

^jATLS

During the Select Committee on the Estimates I was asked
to investigate the length of time given for the notification
of sailing of ships carrying mails, and to investigate under
charging on postal packets from the camp.

The
provided

Superintendent of Posts and Telecommunications has
the following information:-

” ( i) Public ity regarding ships parrying inaHs .

We are very much in the hands of shipowners and
masters who are only required by law to give 12 hours
notice of their departure. But generally speaking the
Darwin Shipping Company and the Harbour Department do
publicise their itineraries well in advance. J.'n ad
dition the Post Office broadcast mail closing notices
about a week in advance of the sailing date of mail
carrying vessels. There are occasions when oatlie-r
pub .’Lie ity is not possible. In such cases farms con
cerned are usually well aware of the fact, i.e.
additional calls are invariably made at the request of
managers.

(ii) Insufficiently prepaid letters a nd parcels from
tlie camp

Insufficiently prepaid correspondence, etc.
is taxed on delivery at a rate equivalent to double
the deficiency. A register is kept of all letters and
parcels so treated. Details of the ’cited cases’
would be appreciated. The practice undesirable as it
is to Stanley residents is nevertheless revenue earning.”

I trust this is the information required.

To All Members of Legislative Council.

TB



Decode.

No- 5i. TELEGRAB SEO.

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: 5.8.65 Time: Received: 6.8.65

No. 77• Following for Sir Cosmo Haskard from Miss Ware
begins. Your registered letter of 22nd July safely received
ends.

SECER

P/L : LS
(Intld.) WT



With the compliments of

iHgL

19.10.65
COLONIAL OFFICE

A. St. J. Sugg, Esq.

GREAT SMITH STREET, LONDON S. W. I



1965

When you called at the Office earlier in the year and saw Miss Ware
you mentioned among other matters, delays in the air mail between the Islands
and the United Kingdom.

FST. 265/1/02

I have now received a letter from the Postal Services Department in
which they say:-

Postal Administrations do not keep records of individual
unregistered letters, but it often helps if we can see the envelopes
of delayed items as they can sometimes provide quite important clues
as to what may be going wrong. Without the envelopes we can make no
proper enquiry: things could be amiss at a number of points. We
have no recent records of air mails from the Falklands arriving here
by sea from Montevideo; but certainly there could be delay at
Montevideo after mails are handed over from the M.V. "DARWIN” - the
Island boat. Mr, Luxton, the Falkland Islands Postmaster, mentioned
this possibility whilst we were discussing delays to mails, amongst
other things, during his recent visit to us. He is going to look
into this when he is in Montevideo on his homeward journey: he has
in mind to explore the possibility of air mails from the “Darwin" being
directly transferred to British United Airways, You will appreciate

however that we have no control over the flights used by another postal
administretion for the onward transmission of mails, and we can only
wait and see whether any practical outcome has been achieved.

On the other hand, much as we regret it, there have been quite
abnormal delays in recent months, to both air and surface mails after
arrival in this country - sometimes as much as six or seven days.
For some time now® have been very short of staff at many of our larger
sorting offices, including the London office, through which many letters
from the Falkland Islandswould pass. As a result there have been
occasions when, because of the heavy volume of mail on hand, it has
not been possible to clear all the letters in the normal time.

The letter goes on to say that the Department is well aware that their
postal service is not at present as reliable as it should be and asks that we convey
their apologies to you for any part their difficulties have played in the delays
you have encountered. They further ask us to assure you that they are doing
everything they can to restore the situation.

/They

S. MILLER, ESQ.,
ROY COVE,
FALKLAND ISLANDS,
C/0 THE SECRETARIAT



They finally suggest that you secure a few envelopes of letters which
have been delayed and let them have these, they will then be in a better position
to see where the delays have occurred and should it be appropriate continue their
investigation with the Uruguayan Authorities. They are most grateful to you for
raising this matter.

Having lived in England for the past two years I would agree that the
Postal Services are not what they used to be!

I have recently taken over Miss Ware’s desk here and will look forward
to meeting you on your next visit to England.

(A. St.J. Sugg)
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No. QI C ?./2p2M
It is requested

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
number a-nd date
should be quoted.

MEMORANDUM

19th November, 19 ^5.

To: The C olo.nial Se cret ary

From: The.. S.uperinterdent,

Posts & Telecommunications,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

T110 Se cretariat,

Y.

Subject :- External Postal^Serydces^_ A irj^eil•

Air mail from the Falklands passes through three basic stages prior to
final delivery in the United Kingdom, viz.

Stage 1 - Stanley to Montevideo.
” 2 - Montevideo to Europe/Britain.
“ 3 " Reception and sorting in Britain.

■.’.hat actually happens at each, stage is set out below :

Stage 1 - Stanley/Montevideo.------ .------------ - ------------------
This is of course by sea and is the only stage we have direct control over

the mail.
Stage 2 •• J tevide c/Eur^ .

This is where our troubles commence. On arrive! in Montevideo cur air mail
is collected by the Port Post Office, redocumented and despatched at their convenience.
If the "Darwin" arrives after normal office hours the ■ il is not collected until the
following day - delay No. 1. Delay No. 2 in Montevideo is occasioned by frequent
strikes of the Post Office staff, the lack of Post Office transport facilities to the
Air Port and the general laxidasical attitude of the Uruguayan Post Office. Our
files are full of complaints lodged fron ' ' to time. Little success has resulted.
The British Embassy, Maclean R Stapledon or even the G-.P. C. London are not empowered
to dictate to the Uruguayan Postal Authorities. They io endeavour to stimulate
action but can do no more.

As a. signatory to the Universal Postal Convention, Uruguay is bound to forward
our mail but they are not bound to forward it by the fastest route, which, as far as
we are concerned, is B.U.A. direct to London. The relevant extract from the Convention
reads as follows:

"Closed mails shall be forwarded by the route requested by the
Administration of the Country of origin, provided that it is used
by the Administration of the Country of transit for the transi li; j
of itjy own mails«‘’

Every air mail despatch from here is accompanied by routing instructions to the
Uruguayan Post Office. The letter is invariably ignored. Maclean & Stapledon are
also advised of the number of bags despatched and requested to do their utmost to
ensure early onward transmission. Macleans have always been most helpful and we
have a lot to thank them for their unremunerated efforts on our behalf. They are
however powerless if the Uruguayan authorities wish to be dilatory. The proviso
underlined above has been, the main stumbling block.

V/hen the Postmaster was on leave he took the matter up with the G.P.O. and B.U.A.
and both were very sympathetic and helpful. As el result of his discussions the
follov/ing facts emerged. "lien B.O.A.C. operated on the South American route their
services were utilized by the Uruguayan authorities for the carriage of their mails
and our mail was accordingly despatched by the same route. ./hen B.U.A. took over
in November, 1they did not inherit the mail rights from B.O.A.C. and consequently
our mails were conveyed by foreign air lines to a European capital and subsequently to
London by another air line. Delays probably occurred on the continent but this could
not be proved by G-.P.O, However B.U.A. were very interested in carrying the? Uruguayan
mails and ours. They have recently been ’softening' the Uruguayan authorities, flying
the Director General of Posts to London on an official visit, etc., etc., and have since 
been granted the necessary authority to carry mails from Montevideo. This still does
not settle the problem of getting the mail from the "Darwin" , through the Port Post Office
and out to the Air Port. The Postmaster realised this and called on the B.U.A.
representative in Montevideo (Mr. Rubini). Rubini showed immediate interest in our
problem and has promised to do all in power to ensure that our air mails are trans
ported to the Air Port e M
but hooe he will be sLucessful. 1



Sorting and Delivery in Britain.

The position is most unsatisfactory ano. the matter’ was taken up with the
Go AO. on 28th May, 1965. The following reply was received - a copy of which
was sent to Mr. Miller :

’’These delays can be attributed to the severe staff shortages
at our London offices and in particular at the inward offices of
exchange.

’.'e are doing all we possibly can to improve the position and
reduce the extent of the delays to a minimum but until the staff
shortage is overcome I regret to say that instances of delay are
inevitable.**

It is appreciated the difficulties these delays cause in
business transactions and in answering such complaints, perhaps
you will kindly convey the apologies of this administ^rtion for
the trouble and inconvenience.”

The Postmaster spent some time at the G.P.O. and discussed the matter with
senior officials of the British Post Office. Unfortunately the staffing
position in the London region remains unchanged but the G.P.O. are doing their
utmost to improve the position. At peak periods mails are now diverted from
London Airport to one of the larger provincial sorting offices in an attempt
to overcome the situation.

The following table shows that, with one or two exceptions, the position
in Britain is not in fact as bad as some people think. The main delays have
been in Montevideo and/or Europe. It is pleasing to note that there was no
delay in Montevideo with the mail which left here on 1feth October, about which
date B.U.A. took over.

via Punta Arenas.

Despatch ?o. Date. Arrival Date
Montevideo

/'WT-'P Date
Britain

Delivery Date
Britain

9. 10.5.65 14.5.65. - 4 days 18 0 5.65. — 4 days 22-29.5.65. - 4-11 days.
10. 31.5.65 4.6.65. - 4 ’’ 8.6.65. - 4 tt 9.6.65. •] day.
11. 12.7.65 16.7.65. - 4 " 29.7.65. -13 ti 31/7-3.8.65. - 2 -5 days 0

* 12. 26.7.65 *28.7.65. - 2 " 3.8.65. - 5 tt 4-8.65. 1 day.
13. 16 • 8 ♦ 65 20.8.65. - 4 " 27.8.65. - 7 28.8.65. 1 tt
14. 6.9.65 10.9.65. - 4 " 1 b • 9 • 65 - - 6 tt 17-21.9.65. - 1--4 dSys.
15. 27.9.65 -i.IO.65 - 4 " 5.10.65 - - 4 6.10.65. - 1 day.
16. 18.10.65 22.10.65. - 4 " 23.10.65. - 1 day 26.10.65. - 3 days.

Super iyt e ndent





CONFIDENTIAL

Ref: oeou/vi 1st December, 1965

MEMORANDUM NQO 76/65 FOR E/OECUTIVE COUNCIL

Mai 1 Ser v ices

During the recent joint meeting- of members of the Executive
and Legislative Council the Colonial Secretary was instructed to
obtain from the Superintendent, Posts and Telecommunications
Department, an analysis of mail handling between Stanley and the
United Kingdom.

Il«o
The Superintendent

as follows:-
Posts and Telecommunications has written

Air mail from
basic stages prior
Kingdom, viz.

the Falklands passes through three
to final delivery in the United

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

- Stanley to Montevideo.
- Montevideo to Europe/Britain.
- Reception and sorting in Britain.

What actually happens at each stage is set out
below:

Stage 1 - St a nley/Mont evi de o.

This is of course by sea and is the only stage
when we have direct control over the mail.

Stage 2 - Montevideo/Europe/Britain.

This is where our troubles commence. On arrival
in Montevideo our air mail is collected by the Port
Post Office, redocumented and despatched at their
convenience. If the "Darwin” arrives after normal
office hours the mail is not collected until the
following day - delay No. 1. Delay No. 2 in
Montevideo is occasioned by frequent strikes of the
Post Office staff, the lack of Post Office transport
facilities to the Air Port and the general lackadaisical
attitude of the Uruguayan Post Office. Our files are
full of complaints lodged from time to time. Little
success has resulted. The British Embassy, Maclean
& Stapledcn or even the G.P.O. London are not empowered
to dictate to the Uruguayan Postal Authorities. They
do endeavour to stimulate action but can do no more.

As a signatory to the Universal Postal Convention,
Uruguay is bound to forward our mail but they are not
bound to forward it by the fastest route, which, as
far as we are concerned, is B.U.A. direct to London.
The relevant extract from the Convention reads as
follows:

"Closed mails shall be forwarded by the route
requested by the Administration of the Country
of origin, provided tha.t it is juscd by the
Ad.ministratio’n of the Country of transit'for
the c s *

Every / <•



Every air mail despatch from here is accompanied by
routing instructions to the Uruguayan Post Office.
The letter is invariably ignored. Maclean & Stapledon
are also advised of the number of bags despatched and
requested to do their utmost to ensure early onward
transmission. Macleans have always been most helpful
and we have a lot to thank them for their unremunerated
efforts on our behalf. They are however powerless if
the Uruguayan authorities wish to be dilatory. The
proviso underlined above has been the main stumbling
block.

When the Postmaster was on leave he took the matter
up with the (hP.O, and B.U.A. and both were very
sympathetic and helpful. As a result of his discussions
the following facts emerged. When B.O.A.C. operated on
the South American route their services were utilized by
the Uruguayan authorities for the carriage of their mails
and our mail was accordingly despatched by the same route.
When B.U.A. took over in November, 1964, they did not
inherit the mail rights from B.O.A.C. and consequently
our mails were conveyed by foreign air lines to a
European capital and subsequently to London by another
air line. Delays probably occurred on the continent
but this could not be proved by G.P.O. However B.U.A.
were very interested in carrying the Uruguayan mails and
ours. They have recently been "softening" the Uruguayan
authorities, flying the Director General of Posts to
London on an official visit, etc., etc., and have since
been granted the necessary authority to carry mails from
Montevideo. This still does not settle the problem of
getting the mail from the "Darwin", through the Port Post
Office and out to the Air Port. The Postmaster realised
this and called on the B.U.A. representative in Montevideo
(Mr. Rubini). Rubini showed immediate interest in our
problem and has promised to do all in his power to ensure
that our air mails are transported to the Air Port at the
same time as the B.U.A o passengers ex "Darwin". We can
but hope he will be successful.

Stage 3 -Reception, Sorting and Delivery in Britain.

The position is most unsatisfactory and the matter
was taken up with the G.P.O. on 28th May, 1965® The
following reply was received - a copy of which was sent
to Mr. Miller:

"These delays can be attributed to the severe staff
shortages at our London offices and in particular at the
inward offices of exchange.

We are doing all we possibly can to improve the
position and reduce the extent of the delays to a minimum
but until the staff shortage is overcome I regret to say
that instances of delay are inevitable.

It is appreciated the difficulties these delays cause
in business transactions and in answering such complaints,
perhaps you will kindly convey the apologies of this
administration for the trouble and inconvenience0"

The Postmaster spent some time at the G.P 0. and
discussed the matter with senior officials of the British
Post Office. Unfortunately the staffing position in the
London region romaine unchanged but the G.P.O. are doing
their u emo st to improve the position, At peak periods



-3-

mails are now diverted, from London Airport to one of
the larger provincial sorting offices in an attempt
to overcome the situation.

The following table shows that, with one or two
exceptions, the position in Britain is not in fact as
bad as some people think* The main delays have been
in Montevideo and/or Europe. It is pleasing to note
that there was no delay in Montevideo with the mail
which left here on 18th October, about which date
B*U*A* took over.

* via Ponta Arenas.

Dj^spaich Arrival Date Arrival pate Delivery Date
No* — Montevideo Britain Britain

9. 10. 5.65 14. 5-65 - 4 days 18. 5-65 - 4 days 22-29. 5065 - 4-11 days
10. JI. 5.65 4. 6.65 - 4 " 8, 6.65 - 4 ” 9. 6.65 - 1 dav
11. 12. 7.65 16. 7.65 - 4 " 29. 7.65 “ 13 " 31/7-3•B*6.5 - 2-5 days

*12. 26. 7.65 *28. 7.65 - 2 " 3. 8.65 - 5 " 4. 8.6f; - 1 day
13. 16. 8.65 20. 8.65 - 4 " 27. 8.,65 - 7 11 28. 8*65 - 1 day
14® 6 * 9 c. 65 10*. 9.65 - 4 " 16. 9.65 - 6 " 17-21. 9*6s - 1-4 days
15. 27. 9.65 ldOw65 - 4 ” 5.10.65 - 4 ” 6.10 06 J - 1 day
16. 18.10.65 22.10.65 - 4 " 23.IO.65 - 1 ” 26.10*65 - 3 days

COLONIAL SECRETARY

LS

CONFIDENTIAL



Decode.
TELEGRAM

From • Blake, Hill Cove

Colonial Secretary, Stanley.

Despatched : 19 Time :

Received: 3rd December, 19 65 Time:

Query possibility mail pick up for rumoured
Shackleton trip to Punta Arenas owing to mail
uncertainties by Darwin.

Blake Hill Cove

? .1)

i.

P/L : LS
'Phoned 1200/rd 3. IX. US





Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From... .Mr... Monk,. .Pebble. Island.

To Colonial Secretary, Stanley.

Despatched: Lth December, 19 65 Time :

Received: 19 Time:

Reference outward mail by Shack! eton consider
more notice should have been given quite impossible
for us and probably others to get mail to collecting
point in time.

Monk

P/L : LS
K(V



060U/VI

7th December,

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your telegram about Shackleton mail.
I am sorry you find it necessary to consider that v/e did
not give adequate notice. Far from it, as soon as the
sailing schedule was announced we jumped at the opportun
ity to get a mail out and broadcast the information at
once.

Shackleton’s schedule was, in fact, revised at
extremely short notice, and the circumstances were not in
my control.

Yours faithfully,

H
COLONIAL SECRETARY*

Mr* A* Monk, J.P.,
PEBBLE ISLAND.



Ref: 0601-

7th December, 1965*

Dear Slake,

Thank you for your telegram of the Jrd December quezying
the possibility of a mail pick up for the rumoured Shackleton
trio to Punta Arenas. :\s it so happened the weather made
Saturday flying impossible but I hope that the Friday nights
news item made the situation clear• It now appears that
Darwin will be running to schedule and the Punta Avenas mail
should therefore arrive in 'Cngland well after the nest normal
nail •

Your*s faithfully,

(W.H. Thompson^)

Colonial Secretary

/ /

LS

L.C-. Blake, Bsq.,
EILL C0VI1.



I|?7

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF MEETING NO, 9/65 OF EXECUTIVE. COUNCIL

HEJ-iD ON THE 15TH AND 16TH DECEMBER, 1965

0604/VI 16. MAIL SERVICES (Memo. No. 76/65)

Council noted the report submitted by the Superintendent of Posts and
Telecommunications and advised that the Colonial Secretary and Superintendent
of Posts and Telecommunications should examine the report to see to what
extent the contents could be published in the Monthly Review,

Clerk



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From Captain..B^

To.......... Se.cretaxy,... Stanley,.

Despatched. 11th February, 15 66 Time:

Received: 11th February, 15 66 Time:

I
Regret advise you Embassy failed collect classified

mail bag 1/66 from ship.

V/hite

P/L : LS
HI3

1 *7tAA

l Hl

( wvU ''(r-'Y wX Mr



O6O21-/VI

16th February, 66

Dear Sir,

((QO Thank you for your signal advising us that the
classified mail bag nas not off loaded.

■ould you please be good enough to let ne Imo-.’ the
background so that I can take the matter up with the
Embassy.

Yours faithfully,

(H.L. Bound.}

for COLONIAL SSCPJ2AKY

Captain F. V.hite, O.B.S.,
STAHLEY.

; ■ - .. ’ \

LS



0^0^ 11'111
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Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From

To...........Secreta .̂..... ...........

Despatched; 22nd February, 19 66 Time: 2202

Received: 23rd February, 19 66 Time:

HU

Impossible make contact Embassy. Propose to take
packet to FO for forwarding unless you have other
instructions, Please telegraph PF2483 Shorehambysea.

Buddy

oh HDP/L : LS
(Intid) HLB



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS m-)
SENT

P1676 P4416 8/i^

Number Office of Origin Words Handed In at Date

Stanley 23.2.66

To
etat RUDDY PF2483 SHORSHAifflYSEA HQA/c

Please deliver FO many thanks

Colonial Secretary

Time ls



POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

=/l9MAR1966

^ULAND

STANLEY,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.



To

J

•

P1676 P4416 8/64

GOVERNb1ENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

pay 13.3.66.

Etat paster Darwin ypc 3?adio

Air mail by BUA tomorrow is routed to gantiago/punta Arenas for
Shackleton early in AP^il stop jn view your possible delay grateful
request wacstaple endeavour collect from carrasco

pos tmas ter

Time C.c. 001



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P1676 W16 8/64

Number Office of Origin Words Handed In at Date

psy 19.3*66.
To

Etat waster Darwin ypc Radio

Action in arranging off loading punta routed mail at carrasco very
much appreciated regards

gupt. p a T

c.c. col Sec*
Time



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
'^00w

P1676 P4416 8/64

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

SteiLcy 2?..1:-. a

To
etet T&tassgr tfotttevidoo HO-Ve

Please orsraige collection classified bag fxw Uastor John Biscoe

W



osoVvi

From: Colonial Secretary

26th April,

To: The Postmaster,

Post Office,

STAHLEY.

Hissing nail (Punta,connejri-on)

The Governor wishes to know what has been discovered and, if

nothing is the answer, what steps have been taken to sort the

matter out.

A written reply please.

W.H. THOMPSON
CQLQNIAL SECRETARY

1101
66.



It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above
gjumber and date
■mid be quoted.

& Telecomrnunicatioi s.

28t.h . 1*.......19 66

' 1 ;

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject Non-arrival .of.mail routed via Punta Arenas*

-I
I refer to your* Yemo. 060b/VI of 26th April, 1966, addressed

to the Postmaster who is attending the Defence Torce training camp.
’ e > siti :>n is th t the G-.P.O. ?e telegra ?hed on 5th April

■ ■ ting the to 1 i ivestigate and advise’ . ing repl
has recently been received:—

• t April to connect with Darwin gives
action taken following your telegram pth April. Regret
still no news of despatches 12 and 1J. They may arrive
on Darwin”

The Y ter R.I'.S. ’ D vin’ 1 inc
requesting him to ascertain through YacStaple whether the nail in
guestion has yet arrived in ’'ontevideo. A reply is awaited.
I will keep you informed.

A-. 'h'



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

/ ZcS

From .....£e.dj:.?1£....C£f.icer’ ...Fox....Ba:?.

To Colonia1 Secretary, Stanley

Despatched.

Received:

15th June,

15th June,

19 66 Time : 1^00

19 66 Time : 0900

Failure to deliver mail to all West Falklands despite
good flying weather disgraceful reassurance sought
that position will not be repeated

P/L : ER
Intld. H.L.B.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

prom GOVEBIOR FALKLAND ISLANDS

To PRODROME BUIKOS AIRESX.. 1LNTEVIDEO.

Despatched: 2Q/1Q/GG 19 Time:

Received: 19 Time:

RESTRICTED
21

Please note opportunities for southward safe hand mail from

Montevideo by Shackleton about 28th October, Darwin 1st November, John

Biscoe 17th November Protector late November Darwin IJth December.





Ref: 2361/m Colonial Secretary’s Office
Stanley,

Falkland Islands.

31 st October, 1966.

Dear Mrs. Conroy,

Thank you for your letter of 23rd August. What you have
written is indeed a depressing record of frustration and
indignity. I can, however, add one brighter note to your
story in that the information regarding the treatment in the
Colony of letters bearihg the words Republica Argentina is
quite untrue. Our Post Office is concerned only with giving
the best service and unusual forms of address do not hinder
delivery of any correspondence. I hope this news will be of
some small consolation to you.

Yours sincerely,

ACTING COLONIAL SECRETARY

Mrs. H. Conroy,
Estancia ”LA SUERTE"
Casilla de Correo 12,
Cmte. Luis Piedrabuena,
Provincia de Santa Cruz,
REPUBLICA ARGENTINA.

AA



Estancia "LA SUERTE", yj
• Casilla de Correo 12,

Cmte. Luis Piedrabuena,
% Provincia de Santa Cruz,

T . REPUBLICA ARGENTINA.
His E|cellency,, 23 August 1966.

Governor of the Falkland Islands,
Port Stanley,

Falkland Islands.
Your Excellency,

I am a Falkland Islander living in Argentina, I thought you may be
interested in reading about the difficulties and problems which beset one through being
born in the Falkland Islands.

The first time I came up against a difficulty was in 1946 in Valparais, Chile. I
had been teaching in an English School in Vina del Mar and planned to fly to Montevideo,
Uruguay to visit my mother before returning to Punta Arenas to teach in the British School
there. The first thing I did was to put my case before the British Consul, I explained I
was of the Falkland Islands and would be passing through Buenos Aires and in all probabilit
I could not enter Argentina with a British Passport but the Consul brushed all my fears
aside and said I must travel with British documents. I therefore took my passport to
the Argentina Consul for a visa. I knew at once, by the Consul’s expression I had run into
difficulties - he looked at my passport and then slid he could not possibly visa it. I
returned to the British Consulate and told the uonsul what had happened, immediately he
phoned the Argentina Consul and asked him to send him in writing his reason for refusing
to visa my passport. Naturally the British Consul was annoyed and asked me if he could
put my case before the British Ambassador in Santiago. I assured him he could do so but

^time was passing and I was determined to fix my documents and visit my mother during my
^,iolidays. I returned to the Argentina Consul once more and asked him what papers I required

and he informed me I could travel with an Argentina passport but I would have to give them
either my British passport or a birth certificate - I preferred to give over the latter
and so I finally received the Argentina passport and travelled to B.A., Montevideo and
back to B.A. The authorities were curious as to why an Argentina was travelling with such
a document when just the Argentina Identity card is required, so each time I had to show
it I was asked to stand to one side until all the rest of the passengers were checked
which made me fe&l not a little uncomfortable.

In 1949 my husband and I came from Punta Arenas to the Argentina to spend a holiday on
an Uncle’s farm, I travelled with the same Argentina passport but the Argentina police
on the border between Chile and the Argentina allowed me to pass into the Argentina on
the promise that I would take out the Argentina Identity card, so to avoid future trouble
and unpleasantness I did. Later on in 1949 the Argentine Consul in hunta Arenas called up
all the female residents of Argentina birth, as we were deciding to our home in the
Argentina I presented myself at the Consulate to find out what it was all foout, I Learnt
that we had to take out another document, the Enrolment book for voting. Once more I had
to produce another birth certificate and the Argentina Consul authorised the British

fc^onsul to translate it, then it had to be taken to the Notary for certification and I
^finally received my Enrolment book. In 1950 we left Chile to come here to live on our

Uncle’s farm. We had been here five months when I received a notice from the Judge of
Santa Cruz to appear before him as soon as possible. When I arrived there, the Judge asked
to see my Enrolment book, on showing it to him he told me he had received an order from
Buenos Aires to annul my book simply because the British Consul had no business whatsoever
to translate an Argentina’s birth certificate. I asked the Judge if he could issue me
another book, he refused and told me I would have to go to a higher Judge in Rio Gallegos.
Of course he really did not understand the business and at the same time was afraid of
becoming out of favour with General Peron. In Gallegos the Judge said I must return to
Punta Arenas first and see what the Argentine Consul could do. I finally presented myself
at the Argentina Consulate but the Consul would not see me, his secretary informed me thiat
an order had been received from B.A. cancelling the issue of any more Enrolment books to
Falkland Islanders. I returned to the Judge in Gallegos - he could do little for me but
authorised a teacher to translate my birth certificate. I was forced to send to Stanley
for more copies of my birth certificate as each time I had to produce one I never saw it
again. Finally I went to a Judge in the town of Piedrabuena and put my case before him,
he belonged to Peronist Party an^ felt sure he may be promoted if he fixed a Falkland
Islanders papers. I had to find tAo witnesses to swear they had known me from birth- actually
I saw them for the first time in the Judge’s office. I had to go to a Doctor with a paper
for him to put down his estimation of my age - the Dr. merely asked me how old I was, arid
that was that, but after two years of worry and expense I received the Enrolment book and
an Argentine birth certificate. The enrolment book has to be taken out at the.age of 19
years, my daughter Yolanda born in Staniy tried to get her papers in order at that age,
we are told we are Argentinas - our islands are belonging to the Argentina but many
obstacles are put in our way when we try to abide by the law. We know we are British and
are proud of our nationality so it is not easy to accept these false statements. It took
rny daughter eight years to get her Enrolment book, in between that time she was told she
could be fined or jailed for not complying with the law. We have our home and friends here
and we like the country but we do not feel happy about all this talk Vcf our island home
being Argentina. Now we have to write on our letters to the Falklands, REPUBLICA ARGENTINA,
tv/o wee^ ago on listening to the weekly news from Stanley I was amazed to hear the



announcement that any letters arriving in the colony with Republica Argentina on
them would be returned to Argentina. This is quite a problem which for the moment
I h^e solved by putting my Falkland Island mail in an envelope and addressing it
to ®RcLean & Stapledon, 1-iontevideo. As you will understand Sir, this can, I feel be
only a temporary solution.
I hope you will read my letter, I find I have wandered on and it seems rather
drawn out, I have had many more cases but it would take too long to write, as we
often travel into Chile and they do not agree with the Argentina claim of the
islands, they expect me to have a British passport. We are loyal Falkland Islanders
and having Argentina documents do not alter our inner feelings. Many Argentina
friends like to ask me about my birthplace, they fceally believe the Argentina flag
flies there and seem surprised when I tell them I was born under the British flag and
feel that in spite of their claim I am one hundred percent British.

I remain Sir,
Yours truly,

2- 6 • 9.6^



Stanley, Falkland Islands. Stanley.,.

Subject Mail per Argentine P.O.4$**

The following extract from a letter received from the
G-.P.O. London is forwarded for information?

'We have already advised you by cable that your despatch
No. 17 eventually turned up, but you may like to have a few
details. The tv?o bags were delivered to us personally in
Headquarters by the U.K. Manager of Aerolineas Argentinas.
He told us that the Captain of the aircraft which was forced to
land on the Falklands by Argentine Nationalists during the
Duke of Edinburgh’s visit to Argentina was so touched by the
kindness and hospitality of the islanders during his enforced
stay that when his aircraft had been repaired and he was
able to take off for Argentina about 8th or 9th October he
asked whether he could be of any help in carrying mail, i.e
understand that the Port Stanley Post Office leapt at the
opportunity of this isolated improvement in the service, and
gave him the two bags in question.

It appears, however, that the Post Office in Buenos Aires
were somewhat embarrassed when he handed over the mails in view
of their attitude to the Falkland Islands. It took them
about a month before they had the happy thought to ask
Aerolineas Argentinas to bring them to London, without documents
or payment, since they could not expect to account with the
Port Stanley P0 for the onward air carriage when the mails
had been brought to them in such awkward circumstances.
The mails were apparently intact. One contained six
ordinary items from the Royal Naval Party 8901, serial
number 15/66. The other, serial number 17$ contained
338 ordinary items, date-stamped 6th, 7th and 8th October,
for addresses in UK, New Zealand, and other countries.

In view of Argentina’s known views it might be
preferable to avoid the Buenos Aires route, even in such
apparently auspicious circumstances as those in which the
two bags were despatched.

The vicissitudes of fortune indeed encompass the
Falkland mails, though there is a happy ending to this
last strange adventure.”



05(VVI

Colonial SecretaryFrom:

16th February 67 •

To: C.T., D.C.A., S.P.w., S.O. Al® A.C.S.

STAHLEY

Copy to: S.P.T.

When ordering supplies from countries outside the United Kingdom,
and where there is any chance of mail having to travel through the
Argentine our address will always be given as either c/0 Crown Agents
or c/o the Commonwealth Office.

In the last mail eleven covers from DeHavillands of Canada turned
up via B.A. having been posted in May/July 1966. How many more have
gone astray we do not know.

(VJ.H. THOMPSON)
COLONIAL SECRETARY



16th February, 1967-

Dear

In the last mil we received eleven letters from De
Havillands all of which had been routed by the Canadian postal
authorities via Argentina*

As you will see from the enclosed envelope the delay
has been enormous*

Hie only way around this is for De Havillands to send
nail either through you, (with no mention of the Falkland Islands
on the cover) or through the Comonvealth Office in London.

Anything really urgent on the new aircraft might come
through you but routine mail can go through London addressed to

Government of the Falkland Islands,
c/o Commonwealth Office,
Great Smith Street,
London, S.w.l.

Kail through the .Argentina has about a ten per cent
chance of getting through!

I an writing De Havillands separately but a note from
you will probably help*

Group Captain A* McDougall,
Barker Siddeley International Ltd.,
^tio Ilegro 135t,
Montevideo,
W7AY

TS



16th February, 67

Dear Sirs,

I have today received elevon letters and sets of* invoices and
documents all dating back to Hay 1966, The enclosed envelope will
give you some idea of the treatment meted out to Falkland Islands
mail by the Argentine postal authorities*

You are no doubt aware of the political claims of the Argentine
upon this territory, and postal delays and inconveniences (much of our
mail is destroyed en route in Buenos Aires) are one of the many pin
pricking tactics employed against us.

The only safe 'way to route North American mail is via London and
until further notice you are asked to address all correspondence to us
addressed

Falkland Islands Government,
c/c Commonwealth Office,
Great Smith Street,
London, S*W.l*

Yours faithfully,

COLONIAL SSC.RLTARY

De Havilland Aircraft of Canada Ltd*,
Dovmsview,
Toronto,
Ontario,
CANADA*

III*



oca/vx

•.••'ran: Colmial rocreterj■,

16th February 67 *

To: C.T», 15.G< ,, i:.O. XTi> .C»S

Copy to: /

,.-hon orderly supplies fx*m countries outside th© United Tk.^tbx^
and ii-harc there is any ciiance of nail having to travel through the
r j?bC<itino our jx&iress rrdll. be ^ivon as either c/c Cr--^n / ;;ents
or c/o ths Cor^oi^calth Ofiiou*

In the lust aaU. elevon cowbea frci; lehaviXlai'ds oi‘ c^-nada turned
ll . via « hav.Ukd._peon hosted in )'as/*uly VfcC* borr yiijv • ioro h<?ve
Jon? rjj~U<y w l^iovT; ' "



F. I. ref:
C. 0. ref:

#1VING TELEGRAM.

From: The Officer Administering the Government of the Falkland Islands.

To: The Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Oate: 23rd February 1%7.

SA VT NG. «

Interference with mail-

The enclosed covers are a representative selection from a mail
which arrived here on the 14th February 1%7.

Delays varied from 14 to k- months, and as you will see were all
caused by the Argentine postal authority.

This, as you will appreciate, does not help the present climate
of local opinion.

GOVERNOR

TB



Extract from letter from Group Capt. A. MacDougall to The Colonial
Secretary dated 16th March, 1%7* Original filed in Indent 348/66.

Thank you for your letter of 16th February©

As you know, I have been away till last week on a tour of my area
and due to this unfortunately missed the last "Darwin”.

I am extremely sorry about the delays in the mail, and the in
convenience this has caused you. I gave D.H. Canada precise information
on how to direct their letters, but someone has overlooked these in
structions and mailed via Buenos Aires. I sent D.H. Canada further
cables on the matter.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From..............GOVERNOR FALIOAEDS

,r PRODROME MONTEVIDEO

Despatched: 2~l/ly./^>7 1$ Time-. a.m.

Received: 19 Time :

CC^PH^CB

Grateful you send letters including any classified from
Buenos Aires by Wave Baron leaving Montevideo approximately 7th May.

Cypher



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

prom Prodrome, Montevideo

Tq Colonial Secretary, Stanley

Despatched:

Received :

5th May,

6th May,

19 67 Time: 1530

19 67 Time :

Please return by Darwin addressed BFPO London
mail bag serial one for Wave Baron sent Stanley per
Dutch vessel Tjerk Hiddes sailed Punta Del Este second
May

Prodrome

P/L : ER
Intld. H.L.B. PI. v-A.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

Prom......Pebble Island.

To Colonial. Secretary^ Stanley

Despatched: 9th May, 19 G~J Time: 1055

Received: 9th May, 19 G~] Time: 1200

If overseas air mail arrived. Stanley per Dutch
vessel request we have a mail drop

Manager Pebble

P/L : ER
Intld. H.L.B.



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

P1676 P4416 8/64
SENT

N^j^er Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

Stanley 9*5.67
To

etat Manager Pebble ilOA/c

Mr service will drop aall on routine flights

L/Oleec

AATime 
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DEAN BROTHERS LIMITED
Chairman: A. G. BARTON.

Tblkorams: " MITERJACK PORT STANLEY"

W.H.Thompson Esqre.,

The Colonial Secretary,

Government Secretariat,

Stanley.

Directors: H. C. Harding. D. M. Pole - Evans. D. Barton.

PEBBLE ISLANDS.
W. FALKLAND ISLANDS.
11th May 1967o

Bear Mr Thompson,
Overseas Letter Mail

I would be grateful if you would tell me the exact

position with regard to the delivery of this to Camp Stations®

Normal

Darwin landings of letter mail are usually very promptly dropped at

Camp stations and appear to have priority over normal passenger

flights. Does this priority apply to unscheduled landings of

Overseas mail if there is a priority at all for this occupation?

Tn the case of

the recent landing of mail there does not seem to^be any priority

for it being dropped; I refer to that landed by the Dutch Vessel.

I was definitely informed by R/T that it was only being delivered on

Scheduled flights or dropped if the plane happened to pass close that

way. This is not good enough,if there is a priority for mail; Overseas

mail by Dutch vessel or any other unscheduled vessel is just as import-

-ant to us in the Camp as the Scheduled ones.

f T one hesitates to suggest

that because the more vociferous andin the eyes of some, more important



t I 2

Camp persons were in Stanley at the time and so received their mail,

t?^t the rest of us could ’go hang’, but it is difficult to avoid

coming to that conclusion,. It is quite certain that if these persons

had been in the Camp at the time and I refer to the Legislative

Council members, that considerable pressure would have been exerted

on the Government to drop their mail at once®

If this mail had been

dropped at once a lot of persons could have answered it and got

replies away by the forthcoming sailing of Darwin® As you are of

course aware, there are a very great number of people in the Falklands

with relatives abroa/d, it is not only the ’Manager’ fraternity

which writes letters and receives them these.from Overseas©A
I would

like a catagorical statement of the exact details and priorities

concerning the delivery of Overseas letter mail to the Camp©



GIBRALTAR STATION,
PORT SAN SALVADOR,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

12th May 1967

The Colonial Secretary,

STANLEY.

Dear Sir,
HAIL DROPPING

I shall be very grateful if you would tell me
what, exactly, the official Government policy is on
mail dropping by the air-service.

As you know, this week’s overseas mail was dropped
if one requested it or if the air-craft happened to be
passing close to a particular farm. We had a drop
yesterday, presumably because I requested it; if we had
not, an opportunity for answering letters by this week’s
visit of the air-craft, would have been lost. In our
case four letters of importance, relating to the future
ownership structure of this farm and our forthcoming leave
in England, were involved. These letters all required
prompt replies.

I feel that mail deliveries to the camp, generally
receive too low a priority and must be among the world’s
worst for places which enjoy a good standard of living.
I propose to ask that this subject be raised for discussion
at the S. Oo A. Meeting this winter and for firm recommend
ations for the improvement of this service to be made to
Government.

I look forward to hearing from you.

R.

Yours faithfully,



ofioVra 122.0

6716 th Kay.

Dear Sir, \ V A
Thank you for your letter of the 11 th Kay about mails.

You nay rest assured that no person receives any undue priority
or preference when it comes to nail delivery. The Post Office and
the pilots of the Mr Service take considerable pride in getting rid
of the mails just as soon as they can.

The position is that immediate priority is given to mail dropping
on scheduled arrivals of ’Dornin’. Kail takes priority over all but
medical flights. When small mails arrive on unscheduled ships such
as the Dutch vessel which arrived on 8th Kay • they ore delivered on
scheduled flights or dropped at stations on the route or reasonably
near to the route.

The mail by the Hatch ship was almost completely delivered within
three days of arrival, and whilst this does not constitute a priority
deliveiy it is, I suggest, for a place the size of Ulster, as scattered
as it is, quite a respectable service.

The Post Office would of course welcome absolute priority for
nail at all tines but one must see the other man’s point of view7.

In the summer unscheduled calls are frequent and if absolute
priority is given to all overseas mails arriving in the Colony then
there would ba a serious disruption in passenger and freight schedules.

We would be delighted if we could please everyone all of the time,
but as it is ne fall short of this desirable standard, not though through
disinterest, but through lack of staff, lack of a third plane, ths weather
and to some extent funds.

Yours faithfully,

Hr. A.B. Monk,
PEBBLE ISLAND.

ER

(V/.H. HKWSON)
COLONIAL S'flCRETA.RY



oScMri

V
18th May 67

Dear Sir, xj
/A/ /

Thank you for your letter of the 12th May about mail
dropping.

Tlie position is that immediate priority is given to mail
dropping on scheduled arrivals of ’Darwin’. Mail takes
priority over all but medical flights. When small mails
arrive on unscheduled ships such as the Dutch vessel which
arrived on 8th May - they are delivered on scheduled flights
or dropped at stations on the route or reasonably near to the
route. The Post Office and Air Service take considerable
pride in getting rid of mails just as soon as they con.

The mail by the Dutch ship was almost completely delivered
within three days of arrival, and whilst this does not
constitute a priority delivery it is, I suggest for a place
the size of Ulster, as scattered as it is, quite a respectable
service.

The Post Office vmld of course welcome absolute priority
for mail at all times but one must sec the other man’s point
of view.

In the summer unscheduled calls are frequent and if
absolute priority is given to all overseas mails arriving in
tie Colony then there would be a serious disruption in
passenger and freight schedules.

We would bo delighted if wo could please everyone all of
the time, but as it is wo fall short of this desirable standard,
not though through disinterest, but through lack of staff, lack
of a third plane, the weather and to sone extent funds.

Yours faithfully,

(W.H. Thompson)
COLONIAL SSCRBTAIg

Mr. R. M. Pitaluga,
Manager,
R.M. Pitaluga & Company,
SAN SALVADOR.

pmo.



GIBR ALT ' R ST AT I ON,
PORT SAN SALVADOR,
FAIRLAND ISLANDS.

20th May, 1967.

The Colonial Secretary,

STANLEY.

Your Ref: No, 0601;/VI.

Dear Sir.
| .1

Thank you very much for your letter dated 18th May
in reply to my query about mail dropping.

The position as you state it is exactly what I expected
to hear as this was the policy laid down I think, sometime in
the fifties; the only improvement being, as I see it, the
carrying of passengers on mail dropping flights which no one seems
to mind and which helps to get two jobs done in a little over the
time taken to do one. In the early days this was not always
done and a disruption did occur.

I would suggest that the ’good’ delivery of mail after
the visit of the Dutch vessel was as much due to the many very
public requests and enquiries, as any intention of getting this
mail out quickly. Surely this sort of thing should not be
necessary and I feel that it should be the intention and duty
of the Air Service to deliver all incoming mails on scheduled
or other flights, irrespective of size, with a weekly delivery
of local mail during long gaps between incoming mails.
Properly organised and tied in with scheduled calls, the extra
effort and flying hours required would not amount to much, but
would be outweighed by the boost to camp morale at a time when
this could do with an imaginative shot in the arm.

I would not have thought there was any lack of staff
on the air service, and flying in the Falklands can hardly be
called an exacting task when it is mainly fair weather flying.
The delays caused by bad weather could be overcome by dropping
the ’No flying at weekends’ policy and adopting one of flying
at weekends, with time off in lieu by arrangement. Not every
weekend would be necessary so little hardship would ensue.
Nothing is more frustrating than to have the aircraft grounded
because of bad weather for two or three days before a weekend
and the flight then postponed until Monday. The Sunday in
these circumstances is usually fine. This is not uncommon and
it happened to us as recently as last weekend, when the letters
to which I referred in my earlier letter missed the ’Darwin’
after all because of the No Sunday Flying rule.

Please do not misunderstand me, this complaint is not
based on these particular incidents,! could go on and on ad
infinitum. Your reasons for the failure to please everyone
would be acceptable if it had not been proved in the past that
the Air Service can be operated much more efficiently and
effectively. There were at least two occasions recently when
a most praiseworthy effort was put up for a period of several
months, and they were winter months in each instance, and on
one of these there was some considerable staff shortage as
officers were on leave. The record will support what I have
written, but I do not think it will show that any of the staff

suffered from overwork, or that it cost very much more, if any
more at all, to run the Air Service as a service.

/Continued.
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The. .Colonial Secretary 20th May, 1967,

Governments1 long term programme includes very
little of benefit to the camp as a whole - I could go on
at equal or greater length about the one we badly need!
I am not complaing about this omission, but when there is
such obvious room and ability for the improvement of
services already established, and no one wants to change
anything because someone will have to work harder, or it
will cost more, patience fails me.

There must be many who think as I do but are
silent because they feel there is nothing to be gained by
voicing their dissatisfaction, in view of the apathy which
is fairly general in the camp, and the complacency which is
equally general - and more understandable - among Stanley
people.

Having voiced mine, I must now hope that I will
have the support of my fellow members of the Sheep Owners
Association in bringing about improvements which are long
overdue.

If you feel that anything useful may be gained
by discussion on this matter, I would be happy to meet you
for the purpose during my stay in Stanley before departing
for England on leave by next ’Darwin’.

Yours faithfully,
R.M. PITALUGA & CO.

^Shager



0^6.'

Extract from a letter from Mr, A. B. Monk, Pebble Island
of 21st May 1967. Original filed in 2189/111.

1
Thank you for your letters dealing with Mail Priorities,

Rams and that dated May 17th dealing with the delivery of m.v.
Forrest.

I am clear in my mind about mail priorities now and provided
they are applied to all in the same way there is nothing more
to say, except that I meant no criticism of the Staff of either
the Air-Service or the Post- Office. Things like Priorities
are however not a matter for them to determine, or never used
to be, they are decided by higher Authority and, provided they
are applied impartially I shall have no complaints.
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Z^x.%-
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Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From M.a.a.t.e.r.>....Wave....Chief 

To Colonial... Secretary, Stanley

Despatched: 1st June 19 67 Time : 1350

Received: 1st June 19 67 Time :

Request airmail be delivered on board soonest.

Master.

P/L : AA
Intld. H.L.B.

Postmaster informed 3.30 p.m. 1.6.67



0604/Vl

8th Juns

/

The Clerk to Council presents his

Compliments and has the honour to

forward for your information a copy

of recent correspondence between

the Honourable the Colonial Secretary

and R.M. Pitaluga, Esquire.

The Honourable Mrs. M. Vinson M>L.C.,
! Elected Member for the East Falklands

(\
(*

The Honourable Mr. G.C.R. Bonner H.L.C., J.P.,
Nominated Independent Member for the East Falklands

pnce



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: 3.7.67 Time: 1430 Received: Time

No 111 Following for G.P.O. Postal Services Department Headquarters
Building, St. Martin*s-le-Grand, London from Postmaster begins

Have enclosed two bags airmail Serial No. 16 in sealed Naval mail
of H.M.S. Lynx due Buenos Aires about 6th July. Mail should leave
Buenos Aires Friday 7th. Please liaise with B.F.P.O. concerned collect
mail and acknowledge receipt. Letter follows ends

Governor

GTC : ER
Copy to Postmaster



“ Falklands,”
35, Senga Road,

Hackbridge, Surrey.

Franklin 2346

20th June 1967

Thank you very much for your letter dated 31st May which
I received before leaving the Falklands but in the rush of our
departure preparations, I did not get an opportunity to answer
it before leaving. My intention to attend to this on the
Darwin, was frustrated by the rather unpleasant trip North so I
regret that although I am writing this in June, you will not
receive it until near the end of July.

The Post Office I think, does a very good job generally
and I have no complaint against that department. When it comes
to a rush job of getting mail ready for the camp, they rarely, if
ever fail and errors are few. The Air Service is solid and
safe but it lacks the necessary drive, energy and ambition at its
head to make it the efficient and reasonably reliable service which
it can be, should be and must be to meet the present and future
requirements of camp life.

The answer in the circumstances will be as obvious to you
as it is to me but no doubt it is not an easy one to implement.’
The importance to the Colony of a keen and Efficient Air Service,
cannot be over-emphasised.

My reason for deciding to take this matter to the Sheep
Owners1 Association stems from the knowledge that in the past,
this organisation, when agreed upon a requirement, has been more
successful than the Legislature in bringing about an improvement.
However, I agree with you that the members of Leg. Co. should have
a go at this one and I am grateful to you for putting them in the
picture. In view of this, I have refrained from bringing the
matter to the notice of the S. 0. A. Committee as I feel that
now you have set the wheels turning, we may well see materialise,
improvements which are both desirable and necessary.

Thank you very much for your good wishes for our holiday.
We have been in England only ten days so far but the weather has
been excellent with the forecasters predicting that it will
continue warm and dry for several more weeks at least.

R. M. Pitaluga.

Yours sincerely

The Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,
Falkland telands.
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Bth August f>7
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per anrur- -.ti.- :,^. to r?ork on the assuaiitioG this tdll
be ^pprarod>

It is atresej.-il is United to

( •B:. rhoopaoa)

..
OOCe

ovor&rsa



No.

-3 AUG W The. Colonial ...Secretary,To:

From; Dir actor.. of PORT STAHLEY

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Director of Civil Aviation

directive QoOb./VI dated
into operation forthwith.

It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above

j»mber and date
^Pmld be quoted.

8th. August, 19 67

DIRECTIVE.

I am basics Xn a.g,reexnexvt With yoUT
8th. August, 1967. The schem© -be

2. In the event of any snags arising
delay.

I will advise ..

MEMORANDUM


